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EQUITY BY DESIGN
Boutique service meets global esteem at
Hines Architecture + Design.

T

he competition was stiff. Big names
from across the globe were all gunning for the chance to design the
Government of Jamaica’s new Houses of
Parliament building. Daimian Hines, AIA, a
comparatively small design firm owner with an
impressive portfolio, threw his hat in the ring.
“My design narrative was about equity,”
says Hines, founder of Hines Architecture +
Design. “The circular design ensures the building always presents a front; no one experiences
the ‘back’ of the building.” It was a bold move
to eschew the traditional rectangular shape of
government offices, but the gamble paid off.
On March 27, 2019, Jamaica’s prime
minister, the Honorable Andrew Holness,
announced the results: Hines and his team
had won both the people’s and juror’s choice
awards.
“To win such a project in my country of
birth was extremely rewarding,” says Hines.
“But it was also another big win for all small
design shops. It proved that qualitatively, we
can compete and deliver on par with larger
firms.”

SIGHTS ON HOUSTON

Now firmly planted in Houston, Hines sets
his sights on the potential of the city’s design
landscape. Community and cultural projects

like libraries, museums, and schools are all in
his orbit of interest. Large-scale commercial
work is also on his radar.
As a Minority Business Enterprise having designed and led teams in the U.S., Asia,
Europe, Africa, and the Caribbean, Hines is
equipped with the talent and experience to
execute projects of all scales, grounding each
work with an intense vision and purpose.
“We are a relatively small shop with big
dreams. I want to pursue projects that matter,”
says Hines. “Technology is our great equalizer,
which is why we invest in the latest technologies to achieve the best solutions for each
client—big or small.”

LEADING WITH PASSION

The relationship between buildings and the
people who use them is a weighty concept not
lost on Hines, or his work. His passion for the
community drives him to create spaces that
empower people to work, live, thrive, and
connect.
Hines champions Houston’s historic and
minority initiatives through active participation on numerous boards, including the
Houston chapter of the National Organization
of Minority Architects (HNOMA), Rice
Design Alliance, Astrodome Conservancy,
Houston Freedmen’s Town Conservancy, and

Row House CDC. In Fall 2021, he was tapped
for an appointment on the City of Houston
Planning Commission.
“I value the preservation of historic structures that matter, as well as having a voice in
how properties are developed in Houston,”
says Hines. “I also want to show this city that
there are many more talented people with faces
like mine who can contribute to the richness of
this community in thoughtful ways.”
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